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Ultimate Reptileopedia The Most Complete Reptile Reference Ever
A guide for the hobbyist covers reptile, amphibian, and invertebrate feeding, general
care, breeding, and health care; offers advice on choosing appropriate housing and
equipment; and includes a directory of over three hundred species.
What's the weather? Wake up to this ultimate reference, teeming with fascinating facts,
amazing features, the latest science, and tons of close-up images of the wildest weather
on the planet. Did you know that a bolt of lightning can crack through the air at up to
136,000 miles per hour and reach temperatures hotter than the surface of the sun? Or that
if all the ice in the Antarctic melted, the oceans would rise by about 220 feet? Welcome
to the amazing world of weather. From how weather happens to the most extreme weather in
the world, it's all covered in this easy-to-use reference featuring all the major types
of weather and what kinds of weather happen in particular places, from the desert to the
tropics to the poles. The main content is highlighted with fun facts, Did You Know?
details, and colorful photos and graphics. Thematic spreads cover topics such as climate
change, weather survival stories, animal adaptations to weather, and much more. Fans of
other National Geographic Kids Ultimate "pedias" in the same series--Dinopedia,
Bugopedia, Reptileopedia, Oceanpedia, and Predatorpedia--will want to find a place for
Ultimate Weatherpedia on their bookshelves.
Is your first and second favorite animal a horse? Is your bedroom covered with horse
posters on your walls and horse models on your shelves? Would you rather muck out a stall
than clean your room? Then you are absolutely, undeniably horse crazy, and For HorseCrazy Girls Only is the book for you! This is the only comprehensive book about
everything a horse-crazy girl needs to know about horses. You'll learn everything from
the different breeds of horses, to how a horse's body works, to the quirky little things
that make the horse the BEST animal ever. Author Christina Wilsdon even shares ideas for
horse-themed parties, and suggestions for the best horse movies to watch with your
friends. And that's just the beginning.
A courageous mongoose thwarts the evil plans of Nag and Nagaina, two big black cobras who
live in the garden.
Discovery Snakeopedia
Sharkpedia
Can I Keep It? Small Pets Guide
39 Cool, Easy-to-Care-for Insects, Reptiles, Mammals, Amphibians, and More
The Most Complete Reptile Reference Ever
The Great Big Book of Snakes & Reptiles
The natural world experts at National Geographic present the ultimate reference book on reptiles, design
just for kids. Crawling with fascinating facts, lively text, and tons of cool, colorful, images of the weirdest
and wackiest reptiles on planet Earth, it is sure to be their coveted, #1 reference. Snakey, slimey, scaley,
and sensational! Welcome to the amazing world of the most popular reptiles on Earth. With colorful
photographs and fun facts, this easy-to-use encyclopedia profiles snakes, lizards, amphibians, turtles and
tortoises, crocodilians, and tuatara. Profiles are accompanied by Did You Know? details and fast facts
including scientific name, size, diet, and habitat. From the Hardcover edition.
They slither and crawl, hiss and flick their tongues, and never ever blink. Now kids can learn everything
there is to know about the world's creepiest creatures. This title is a complete visual guide to the exciting
world of snakes, with more than 400 stunning photographs.
"Reference book for children about all predators in the animal world"-Photographs and text depict the many different kinds of reptiles, their similarities and differences,
habitats, and behavior.
Reptiles for Kids
Beastly Bionics
The Most Complete Dinosaur Reference Ever
Ultimate Body-pedia
Snap Up All the Photos, Facts, and Fun
Little Kids First Big Book of Reptiles and Amphibians
Presents a variety of sea creatures and their homes, including dolphins, sharks, and sea turtles.
Shares in-depth information about all currently known dinosaur species organized under major periods, providing details on such
topics as physical characteristics, diet and discovery dates. 25,000 first printing.
A new edition of the clearest, most authoritative guide to reptiles and amphibians you will find From the Tomato Frog to the
Cornsnake, discover over 400 species of reptiles and amphibians from around the world. 600 incredible photos, annotations and
detailed descriptions highlighting chief characteristics and distinguishing marks will help you to identify different species quickly and
easily. Covers everything from anatomy and lifecycle to behaviour and includes maps showing you the geographical distribution of
each species. Perfect for nature lovers.
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Introduces several of the ocean's species, provides profiles of creatures, from dolphins and sharks to sea otters and penguins, while
sharing facts about their characteristics, diets, and habitats.
Oceans
And Other Bloodsucking Beasts, Creepy Creatures, and Real-Life Monsters
Animal Zombies!
The Complete Guide to Everything Snakes--Plus Lizards and More Reptiles
Tracking Tyrannosaurs
Reptile
From gerbils, lizards, and snails to spiders, fish, and frogs, this is the coolest guide for kids to learn how to take care of the coolest pets! With 39 pet
profiles that describe origins, behaviors, cage installation plans, food, maintenance, and more, this book contains all the general and fun information
for a variety of easy-to-care-for animals that kids will love. Also included are the author’s observations based on his very own pet collection
throughout, as well as anatomical diagrams, high-quality photography, helpful illustrations, and easy-to-read informational blurbs.
Presents numerous facts about reptiles, using a series of questions and answers.
Lizards are cool. Literally. They are ectotherms, which means they can?t make their own heat. That?s why you see many types of lizards basking in the
sun, seemingly doing nothing at all. That?s the life. But make no mistake, lizards have very busy lives?looking for food and avoiding being food.
Popular science writer Sneed B. Collard III gets down and dirty with all kinds of lizards?from your average "Joe Lizard," the western fence lizard, to the
impressively large Komodo dragon. In a kid-friendly narrative, Sneed explores many different kinds of lizards, their habitats, defense systems, hunting
techniques, and mating rituals. He reveals the exciting life of a lizard?from rappelling from the tops of trees to the forest floor, to dropping off a tail to
get away from a predator.
Reptiles and amphibians.
An Amazing Inside-out Tour of the Human Body
Dolphins, Sharks, Penguins, and More!
Watch Out for Rattlesnakes!
National Geographic Kids the Ultimate Dinopedia
The Most Complete Predator Reference Ever
Ultimate Predatorpedia
Discover the amazing world of snakes, crocodiles, lizards, and turtles, with over 700 photographs and illustrations.
Lizards of the World is ultimate book on these fascinating creatures, featuring the all the different types of lizard worldwide. As survivors from the
time of the dinosaurs, lizards are scaly, cold-blooded, living fossils—relics from a prehistoric world that remain alive and well in ours. Lizards
exert a morbid fascination, in many mythologies they are dark creatures, symbolizing death and misfortune. From chameleons and skinks to
geckos and iguanas, Lizards of the World brings these creatures firmly into the light, to reveal their extraordinary diversity Found in almost every
type of terrain globally, there are almost 6,500 species of lizard, including lizards with frills, horns, or wings, those that drop their tails, and others
that squirt blood from their eyes. Here, the lizard family and subfamily profiles, organized phylogenetically, are illustrated with stunning
photography. Each profile includes a population distribution map, a table of essential information, and a fascinating commentary revealing notable
characteristics, fresh scientific understanding, and the diversity of species. Written by world-renowned herpetologist Mark O’Shea, Lizards of the
World is a magnificent showcase of the natural history and beauty of these remarkable reptiles.
This charming reference introduces young readers to the wider world by exploring languages, landscapes, weather, animals, capital cities,
mountains, deserts, and other landscapes and landforms, and more. It encourages kids to get play with activities such as creating a minirainforest in a bottle and singing a simple song in Spanish. More than 100 colorful photos are paired with kid-friendly and age-appropriate maps
along with basic facts about each continent. This book will quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, or any other time.
Introduces deer, describing their physical characteristics, habitat, life cycle, feeding habits, and the conservation efforts being made to protect
them.
For Horse-Crazy Girls Only
Lizards
Drawing Snakes - How to Draw Snakes For the Beginner
Little Kids First Big Book of the World
Wonderful World of Dinosaurs
The Complete Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians

An introduction to the hidden worlds of popular insects profiles their habits, habitats, and diets while providing thematic spreads that share
additional historical and geographical fun facts.
Through hundreds of photos, diagrams, maps, and illustrations, readers will learn where sharks lurk, what they eat, who they hang out with, and
why they do what they do, as well as hear from scientists and shark-attack survivors.
This addition to the hit Little Kids First Big Book series explores the fascinating world of reptiles and amphibians, from slithering snakes and
scaly lizards to bumpy frogs and spotty salamanders. Get ready to meet a variety of awesome animals, from frilled lizards to giant tortoises to
goliath frogs. This reference book for the younger set answers questions that range from "What is the biggest reptile in the world?" to "How can
a boa constrictor fit a deer into its mouth?" Readers explore what makes an animal a reptile or an amphibian and learn about more than 45
different creatures. Packed with more than 250 stunning color photos, the book also provides information on animal habitats, characteristics,
and behavior. Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive learning, it is sure to become a favorite with budding herpetologists and their
parents.
From speedy slithering creatures and living dragons to snakes that fly and shed skin, Everything You Need to Know About Snakes explores the
fascinating world of reptiles. Readers will discover how far a cobra can spit, a gallery of fangs, how to survive a snake attack, the life cycle of a
snake, and the Titanoboa-a 50-foot-long prehistoric snake- while also learning about lizards, crocodiles, tortoises, and turtles. Includes
incredible images, fun games and quizzes, plus shocking facts on anatomy, diet, and behavior, kids will want to dip into this e-guide time and
again.
Firefly Encyclopedia of the Vivarium
Animal Encyclopedia
Ultimate Bugopedia
Reptiles
Ultimate Oceanpedia
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Rad Robots, Brilliant Biomimicry, and Incredible Inventions Inspired by Nature
Discover how the natural world inspires innovation in science and technology to create the latest and greatest
breakthroughs and discoveries in this exciting book. Did you know that scientists have developed a bionic tool shaped
like an elephant's trunk that helps lift heavy objects? Or that the needle-like pointed beak of the kingfisher bird
encouraged engineers in Japan to change the design of the Shinkansen "bullet trains" to reduce noise? Across multiple
fields of study and methods of problem-solving, scientists are turning to biomimicry, or engineering inspired by biology
or nature, to make all kinds of cool technological advancements. From robots that protect people and gather information
to everyday inventions, like reflectors on the roads and ice-proof coatings for airplanes, to new sources of renewable
energy, this book dives into the ways that nature can give us ideas on how to improve our world. Discover more than 40
examples of technology influenced by animals, learn about some of the incredible creatures who have inspired multiple
creations, and meet some of the scientists and the stories behind their inventions.
The natural world experts at National Geographic present the ultimate reference book on reptiles, designed just for kids.
Crawling with fascinating facts, lively text, and tons of cool, colorful, images of the weirdest and wackiest reptiles on
planet Earth, it is sure to be their coveted, #1 reference. Snakey, slimey, scaley, and sensational! Welcome to the
amazing world of the most popular reptiles on Earth. With colorful photographs and fun facts, this easy-to-use
encyclopedia profiles snakes, lizards, amphibians, turtles and tortoises, crocodilians, and tuatara. Profiles are
accompanied by Did You Know? details and fast facts including scientific name, size, diet, and habitat.
Drawing Snakes - How to Draw Snakes For the Beginner TABLE OF CONTENTS Introduction Drawing tools Establishing
the Form Starting with the Contour Figure Drawing a Black Mamba Applying the Details Common Snake Skin Patterns
Reference Lines for Drawing the Scales Different Eyes of Snakes Drawing with Pencil Drawing a Cobra Drawing a Rattle
Snake Drawing with pens Coloring Coloring a Scarlet King Snake Conclusion Author Bio Introduction First, thank you for
picking up this book on how to draw snakes for the beginner. We will be going over a number of different things, so
follow along closely and do each step before moving to the next one. At the end, I hope you will have learned the basics
of how to draw snakes. Let’s get started!
Presents a photographic reference with facts about twenty-five hundred animal species that detail animal habitats, life
cycles, and conservation efforts.
2,500 Animals with Photos, Maps, and More!
Reptiles and Amphibians
Smart Kids Reptiles
Lizards of the World
Ultimate Reptileopedia

Presents general information about different types of reptiles, looking at what they are, how they are
classified, the characteristics of different species, their origins, and fun facts about them.-"Facts and information about parasites and other creatures of the animals world"-With full-color, close-up photos of reptiles and other fascinating creatures, this large-format book is
ideal for school projects and makes learning fun.
Ultimate ReptileopediaThe Most Complete Reptile Reference EverNational Geographic Books
Rikki-tikki-tavi
Everything You Want to Know About Horses
A Junior Scientist's Guide to Lizards, Amphibians, and Cold-Blooded Creatures
Everything You Need to Know About Snakes
Ultimate Weatherpedia
First Big Book of the Ocean
Insects that look like leaves, snakes that play dead, fish that fly, and toads with poisonous skin--these creatures
are among many that defend themselves in fascinating ways. Animal Defenses presents the wide variety of
physical and behavioral adaptations used by animals and insects in their struggle to survive and shows how
scientists continue to make new discoveries about the age-old maneuvering between predator and prey.
A guide to the human body answers common questions through text, photographs, illustrations, and diagrams that
discuss body systems and health care, and includes complementary experiments and top ten lists.
What’s that rattling sound? Readers will learn all about this backyard beast—the poisonous rattlesnake—and how
they can keep themselves safe. This book explores the rattlesnake’s habitat, anatomy, behavior, and diet, as well
as its telltale rattle and hunting techniques. Color photographs and high-interest text will bring readers up close
and personal with this predator of the American Southwest. Fact boxes round out the learning experience, and
readers are sure to walk away with great understanding of this animal and the desire to explore other backyard
beasts. This exciting book is sure to bring life sciences curricula to life.
A visual introduction to the recently discovered relatives of the T. Rex also shares profiles of 19 additional
dinosaurs, including seven new species, while discussing intriguing characteristics, including feathery coats, that
have surprised the scientific community.
The Most Complete Bug Reference Ever
A Guide to Every Family
What Kids Really Want to Know about Reptiles
Meet T. Rex's Fascinating Family, from Tiny Terrors to Feathered Giants
Animal Defenses
Everything Reptile
"The most complete ocean reference ever, more than 350 amazing color photos throughout the book."
Make no bones about it—dinosaurs are fascinating creatures! Wonderful World of Dinosaurs offers children an up-close
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look at these amazing prehistoric beasts. Guided by their favorite Disney characters, youngsters will explore the many
different types of dinosaurs, from the fierce meat-eating Tyrannosaurus to the long-necked plant-eating Diplodocus to
the heavily armoured Stegosaurus.
Introduces readers to lizards, looking at what they have in common, as well as some of the special traits and abilities that
individual species have.
Deer
Sneed B. Collard III's Most Fun Book Ever About Lizards
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